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Introduction to Information and Coding Theory July 24, 2016
(Prof. Permuter Haim, Mr. Oron Sabag and Mr. Iddo Gattengo)

Final Exam - Moed A
Total time for the exam: 3 hours!

Important: ForTrue / False questions, copy the statement to your notebook and write clearly true or false. You should prove the
statement if true, and provide counterexample otherwise.

1) Cascaded BSCs (21 Points): Given is a cascade ofk identical and independent binary symmetric channels, eachwith crossover
probabilityα.

a) In the case where no encoding or decoding is allowed at the intermediate terminals, what is the capacity of this cascaded
channel as a function ofk, α.

b) Now, assume that encoding and decoding is allowed at the intermediate points, what is the capacity as a function ofk, α.
c) What is the capacity of each of the above settings in the case where the number of cascaded channels,k, goes to infinity?

2) True or False on conditional independence probabilities (10 Points):
Given are three discrete random variablesX,Y, Z.

a) True/False: If X ⊥⊥ Y thenX ⊥⊥ Y |Z.
b) True/False: If X ⊥⊥ Y |Z thenX ⊥⊥ Y .

3) Disjoint sets on discrete random variable (28 Points):
Let X0 andX1 be discrete random on the alphabetsX0 = {1, ...,m} andX1 = {m+1, ..., n}, respectively. Letθ be a binary
random variable withP (θ = 1) = p, for somep. Let

X =

{

X0 if θ = 0

X1 if θ = 1.

a) FindH(X) in terms ofH(X0), H(X1), andp.
b) Prove the inequality:2H(X) ≤ 2H(X0) + 2H(X1).
c) Find a sufficient and necessary condition for equality to hold in (b). The condition should be stated usingH(X0), H(X1),

andp only.
d) Using (b), prove thatH(X) ≤ log |X |.

4) True or False on the concatenation order (10 Points): Given are channel A and channel B both have binary inputs and
binary outputs. The channels are concatenated so the outputof the channel A is the input to channel B and the capacity of
this channel is denoted byCA→B . The definition ofCB→A is similar but channel B comes first.

a) True/False: If channels A and B are binary symmetric channels, thenCA→B = CB→A.
b) True/False: For arbitrary binary channels, the order of the concatenation has no effect on the capacity.

5) Huffman Code (31 Points) : Let Xn be a an i.i.d. source that is distributed according topX :

x 0 1 2 3
pX(x) 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.125

a) What is the optimal lossless compression rateR∗ for the source sequence? (4 points)
b) Build a binary Huffman code for the sourceX . (4 points)
c) What is the expected length of the resulting compressed sequence. (4 points)
d) What is the expected number of zeros in the resulting compressed sequence. (5 points)
e) Let X̃n be an another source distributed i.i.d. according top

X̃
.

x̃ 0 1 2 3
p
X̃
(x̃) 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2

What is the expected length of compressing the sourceX̃ using the code constructed in(b). (4 points)
f) Answer (d) for the code constructed in(b) and the sourcẽXn. (5 points)
g) Is the relative portion of zeros (the quantity in(d) divided by the quantity in(c)) after compressing the sourceXn and

the sourceX̃n different? For both sources, explain why there is or there isnot a difference. (5 points)

Good Luck!


